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A b s t r a c t . We present the design and the results achieved in the development of a hybrid magneto-optic tracking system suitable for computer
aided surgery. Our approach towards a reliable and accurate hybrid position sensor system that is not entirely dependent on an unobstructed
line-of-sight between sensor assembly and patient is the combined use
of an optical tracker with a direct current (DC) pulsed electromagnetic
tracking system (EMTS). The proposed hybridization method aims at
providing both accurate and uninterrupted position data by overcoming
the drawbacks of both tracking technologies. Results presented include
the preliminary assessment of algorithms for fusion of position data from
both sensor systems, for calibrating the EMTS to the environment and
for detecting systematic distortions in the DC tracking system caused
by ferromagnetic materials in order to improve the reliability of the proposed system.

1

Introduction

Navigation systems employed in computer aided surgery (CAS) are gaining increased acceptance as accurate and reliable tools for interventions where utmost
accuracy is necessary [1]. While optical [2, 3, 4] and mechanical systems provide
reliable position data, neither of these approaches can be considered perfect.
Optical tracking systems (OTS) can be obstructed; the optical contact between
patient and camera can break and cause a complete failure of the navigation
device. This is not a severe drawback in interventions where the patient is immobilized by a Mayfield clamp or a similar device since only one instrument has
to be tracked continuously. Most other interventions make it necessary to track
both the patient and the tool. In interventions with a crowded operating field
such as cranio- and maxillofacial surgery we consider the line-of-sight requirement to be a restriction forcing the surgeon to modify proven techniques. The
usage of electromagnetic tracking systems (EMTS) which are not dependent on a
free line-of-sight date back to the beginnings of CAS. The fact that the magnetic
* e-mail: wbirk@bmtp.akh-wien.ac.at
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Fig. 1. A flow diagram of the
hybrid tracking system. If the
optical component of the system
is unavailable due to obstruction of the optical path or low
sampling rates of the OTS data
from the auxiliary sensor system
are employed and checked for
validity. The methods for registration of the tracking systems
and for assessing the data from
the EMTS are presented in the
paper.

field can be distorted by conductive or ferromagnetic materials in the vicinity of
the sensor or the field emitter does, however, limit the usability of these devices
for high precision surgical interventions. Experiments showed distortions caused
by common surgical tools of 1.5-15 mm and 1-4 ~ [5]. Our approach towards a
tracking system that overcomes these problems is to combine a direct current
(DC) pulsed electromagnetic system with a highly accurate OTS. In order to
ensure the reliability of such a hybrid tracker distortions in the reference field of
the EMTS induced by ferromagnetic tools have to be noticed. Earlier work on
sensor fusion for head tracking in augmented reality (AR) [6] lacks this feature.
In order to make a hybrid magneto-optic system usable for CAS the following
criteria had to be fulfilled:
-

assessment of method for registration of the tracking systems in order to
report position data in a common coordinate system Refptical(fig. 2).
- development of calibration and registration algorithms for providing sufficient spatial accuracy of both tracking system components (error ~-, 1 - 1.5
m m and 1~ in the operating theater).
- methods for ensuring the reliability of the electromagnetic tracker component
by checking the validity of the position data acquired from the auxiliary
EMTS.

A flow diagram of the data acquisition cycle can be seen in fig. 1. Once a
request is being sent from the visualization software the system checks whether
it can provide data from the OTS; if the OTS is not available, either due to
obstruction of light emitting diodes (LED) or because of low sampling rates, the
system requests position information from the electromagnetic component. In
this case the hybrid system checks the validity of the readings and forwards the
data, which have to be transformed to the coordinate system of the OTS only if
the EMTS is not distorted. Therefore the system is able to handle periods of obstruction of the optical sensor component. Furthermore, the system's update rate
is given by the sampling rate of the faster of the two systems when both trackers
are in an operational state. Since the EMTS used is a DC pulsed system (the
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Fig. 2. Sketch illustrating the principle
of the hybrid tracking system. The optical tracking system can be registered
relative to the EMTS prior to a surgical intervention in order to obtain the
transformation parameters R and T,
which merge the coordinate frames of
the EMTS and the OTS.

Fig. 3. Stylus setup used for the initial
assessment of the hybrid tracking system. A stylus made of non- ferromagnetic materials (carbon fiber and titanium) was equipped with 16 LEDs and
an electromagnetic sensor (EM Sensor).

magnetic reference field is produced by coils which are fed by rectangular currents rather than with alternating currents with continuously changing voltage)
it is only susceptible to artifacts induced by ferromagnetic metals. Conductive
materials do not affect the accuracy of the tracker [5] since the quasistatic magnetic field does not induce eddy currents in conductive materials once the field
has been established.
2
2.1

,Materials

and

Methods

Hardware

The tracking systems used for our laboratory investigations are a widely used
OTS (Flashpoint 5000, Image Guided Technologies Inc., Boulder, USA) with a
spatial accuracy of 0.3 - 1.5 m m [2, 3] and a DC driven EMTS (Flock of Birds, Ascension Technologies Inc, Colchester, USA). According to the specifications the
nominal accuracy of the EMTS in an environment containing no ferromagnetic
materials is given as 1.8 ram/0.5 ~ , and the spatial resolution is 0.5 ram/0.2 ~ For
data acquisition and implementation of the algorithms an IBM-PC running DOS
6.21 and Borland C + + 5.0 was used. All software routines were implemented in
ANSI-C.
2.2

Clinical application and tool design

The hybrid tracking system is planned for further refinement of techniques already in use at our hospital [7]. Fig. 3 shows the carbon fiber stylus which was
used for our experiments. It contains 16 LEDs which ensure that position and
orientation can be determined accurately by the OTS at all viewing angles. For
laboratory tests we attached one EMTS sensor to the tool as shown (fig. 3) and
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calibrated the OTS to report the same position data in a common coordinate
system as the magnetic sensor; this was achieved by acquiring position data
from the EMTS sensor and determining an offset vector between a reference
LED and the reported sensor position using the orientation data from the OTS
and a Monte-Carlo optimization technique.
2.3

Registration of the EMTS to the OTS

Prior to calibration and intraoperative use the coordinate systems Ref magnetic
and Ref optical have to be registered relative to each other. The position readings
from the OTS (Popt) and the EMTS (Prong) are merged by transforming pm~g
to optical tracker space according to
Pmag ---- Rpmag + T

(1)

where 15m~gdenotes the position data obtained from the EMTS in optical tracker
space. The transformation parameters R (a rotation matrix) and T (the translation vector) were determined by applying a point-to-point registration algorithm
based on singular value decomposition (SVD) [8]. The SVD-algorithm was taken
from [9].
2.4

Compensation of the influence from the OR environment on

the EMTS

For reasons to be discussed later the magnetic field emitter of the EMTS has
to be placed below the OR table in a clinical setup. In a previous study on an
acrylic skull model we found the distorting effect of the static OR-environment
to be significant (6.44-2.5 m m / 4.9•
~ [5].
Therefore we implemented a calibration method for compensating the influence of the environment by using a distortion mapping technique [10, 11, 12].
A lookup table (LUT) was used to compensate the distortions caused by the
static environment. This was achieved by acquiring accurate position information from the OTS and by correcting each measurement from the EMTS to the
proper value. In our laboratory setup the digitizing volume of 200*200*200 m m 3
was divided by a grid of 50 m m width. The stylus was placed to the grid positions in magnetic tracker space with an accuracy of =t= 1.5 mm. After placing the
stylus at these positions the difference vector
AijkLUT : RT (Popt -- T) - Pmag

(2)

was determined. Before being reported to the visualization software the measurements from the EMTS have to be corrected and transformed to optical tracker
space by calculating
t

Pmag ----R (Pmag -{- /~'/jkLUT) -~- T

(3)

The grid positions in magnetic tracker space are denoted by the indices i, j and k.
The grid point associated to a position Pmag is determined by seeking the closest
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Fig. 4. Setup for detecting distortions in the EMTS. Two fluxgate sensors (Ascension Technologies Inc.) are mounted to a perspex plate (representing a rigid
body) on a non-metallic frame.
The difference between the true
position of sensor #1 and the measured value caused by a ferromagnetic sample was compared to the
difference of the measured value
Illxl-x2111 from the known distance Ilro,sot[[ of the sensors on
the plate.

point on the calibration grid. The optimal value for AijkLu T
using a linear interpolation.

was

approximated

A distortion m a p p i n g method meeting the high requirements of CAS also
has to take into account the error in orientation data. However, calibrating the
distortion of the orientation d a t a for the EMTS is too difficult because of the
number of measurements necessary. This is illustrated by the fact that authors in
[10, 11, 12] have not a t t e m p t e d to correct the orientation distortion. A possible
solution to this problem is discussed.

2.5
Automated Assessment
obtained from the EMTS

of the Accuracy of Position Data

When using an EMTS in a surgical navigation device it is of vital importance
to check the correctness of the position d a t a acquired. Unlike the OTS, which
fails in the case of obstruction but is highly accurate when a free line-of-sight to
the camera bar is provided, the accuracy of the EMTS is affected by systematic
errors caused by the high magnetic susceptibility of ferromagnetic materials and
by a poor signal-to-noise ratio at greater distances from the emitter.
Our approach to ensure the reliability of acquired d a t a without additional
control from the OTS is to mount several sensors onto a rigid body (fig. 4).
Due to the complex nature of the magnetic field the variation in field strength
caused by a small body (i. e. a surgical tool) or by noisy readings is not shiftinvariant. Therefore comparing the known distance roll, or on the rigid body to
the measured apparent distance of two sensors in magnetic tracker space is a
measure of the accuracy of the EMTS.
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EMTS
Ar
Readings
[mm]
Uncorrected 1.1 4- 1.0 2.0 :t: 1.0 2.8 4- 0.8 3.9 4- 0.9
Corrected 0.7 4- 0.9 1.1 4- 0.8 1.4 -t- 0.9 2.2 -4- 1.0

3
3.1

Table 1. Average difference of
measurements (N=125) from the
distortion corrected and uncorrected EMTS data transformed to
optical tracker space and the measurements from the OTS.

Results
Calibration of the EMTS

In a first experiment the readings from the EMTS were transformed to optical tracker space using the initial registration parameters R and T acquired
from uncorrected readings Pimag" The corrected and uncorrected measurements

('15ima~ and Pima~) were compared to the d a t a P/opt acquired from the OTS, and

both the translation errors I a x l , r~Yl and IAzl as well as the euclidean error Ar
were determined and averaged (table 1).

3.2

Detection of Environmental Distortions

The experimental setup shown in fig. 4 was used to determine the sensitivity of
the proposed method for determining the reliability of the position readings from
the EMTS with distorting materials like surgical tools present. The complete
setup is described in more detail in [5]. The deviation induced by a steel rod
(150 m m length, 10 m m diameter) from the known position of sensor # 1 was
assessed by evaluating
A~det = ]11x2 -- Xlllmeasured --I[rOffsetllknownl

(4)

where xl and x2 denote the readings from sensor # 1 and # 2 , and IIrOffsetll
is the known distance of the sensors on the rigid body as shown in fig. 4. The
difference between the fixed position of sensor # 1 and the acquired measurement
x l was compared to the quantity Adet (fig. 5). 100 measurements were taken and
the difference between the true position of sensor # 1 and the acquired value Xl
was plotted together with Adet as a function of the distance of the ferromagnetic
sample to the sensor assembly. The values for the distance sample - sensor were
collected into adjacent bins with a width of 50 m m , and the ordinate values
were averaged within these bins. It can be seen that an erratic reading of xl also
induces a deviation Adet which serves as a measure for the reliability of position
d a t a acquired.
In order to avoid artifacts due to Gaussian noise a threshold Adetthre~h for the
deviation Ade t was defined. If Ade t exceeded this value the system was considered
to be distorted. In 77 % of all cases the EMTS was found to be distorted beyond
a limit of 1.0 m m . Several values for the threshold Adetthrr were used (0.5, 1.0,
1.5 and 2.0 m m ) for detecting these cases. The percentage of detected distortions
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F i g , 5. Deviation from a constant position
of electromagnetic sensor # 1 induced by
a steel rod compared to the deviation of
two sensors mounted to a perspex plate as
shown in fig. 4. The displacement of the
measured value from sensor # 1 and quantity Adet (eq. 4) are shown as a function of
the distance between sensor assembly and
ferromagnetic sample.
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F i g . 6. Averaged error of EMTS sensor
readings in cases where the distortion Aaet
caused by a steel sample exceede 1 mm
and was not detected when using a threshold Adet,h,.~h of 1 ram. Associated with
each value is the percentage of the 25 cases
where undetected distortion ocurred. The
x-axis denotes the distance of the ferromagnetic sample from the field emitter.
The averaged true error is displayed together with its standard deviation.

Distance Field Emitter - Steel R o d [ram]

as a f u n c t i o n of Zldett~resh is p r e s e n t e d in t a b l e 2, F r o m these results we c o n c l u d e d
t h a t a value of i m m would be o p t i m a l for Adetthr,, h since t h e s p a t i a l r e s o l u t i o n
of t h e E M T S is given as 0.5 r a m .
In
]Ix2 shown
that a

a f u r t h e r e x p e r i m e n t we assessed t h e accuracy of the m e a s u r e d value
x l [[me~sured w i t h a n d w i t h o u t L U T correction by m o v i n g the p e r s p e x p l a t e
in fig. 4 to 100 p o s i t i o n s at r a n d o m o r i e n t a t i o n s ( t a b l e 3). It can be seen
value of 1.2 m m for Adetthre,~ was realizable in the l a b o r a t o r y e x p e r i m e n t s .

F u r t h e r m o r e we a n a l y z e d the cases where the error i n d u c e d by the steel s a m ple exceeded I m m a n d was not d e t e c t e d by t h e m e c h a n i s m d e s c r i b e d above.
It is s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d to a s s u m e t h a t the p e r f o r m a n c e of the d i s t o r t i o n detect i o n m e t h o d s is p o o r in cases where the d i s t a n c e from the sensor a s s e m b l y a n d
the f e r r o m a g n e t i c b o d y exceeds the d i s t a n c e o f the two e l e c t r o m a g n e t i c sensors
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Adetthresh Detection rate

1.0 I

1.5
2.0

67
39
28

Table 2. Capability of the experimental setup shown
in fig. 4 to detect deviations from the true position of sensor #1 beyond 1 mm. Several thresholds
Adetthresh were allowed to assess the measured distance IHxl - x2]ll of the two sensors.

EMTSIlrl - r21I max rain
readings I [mm] ]
I
Uncorrected 102.7 4- 1.0 105.2]100.9
Corrected 103.1 4- 0.6 104.0 102.0

Table 3. Measured values in magnetic tracker
space for the distance of two electromagnetic
sensors mounted on a rigid body. The perspex
plate was moved in the digitizer volume at
random orientations and positions using calibrated and uncalibrated sensor readings.

significantly. Erratic readings from the EMTS are likely to occur if the ferromagnetic tool is exposed to high field strengths in the proximity of the emitter.
The averaged difference between measured and true position of sensor # l was
assessed as a function of the distance between steel sample and field emitter (fig.
6). A strategy for avoiding these situations is discussed.

4

Discussion

From our results we conclude that a tracking system with a guaranteed accuracy of less that 2 m m euclidean error is realizable by refining the methods for
compensating static distortions and for detecting inaccuracies introduced by surgical instruments presented in this paper. Since several EMTS sensors have to be
used, five or six degrees of freedom can be determined from the calibrated position readings only. In this configuration the problem of calibrating both position
and orientation readings from the EMTS is avoided.
In order to improve the detection rate of invalid readings from the EMTS
(fig. 6) it is necessary to physically block the emitter from the events in the
operating theater. Mounting the emitter below the OR table and applying the
distortion mapping routine appears to be a method for achieving this. Since the
magnetic field used for position determination is very weak the operating range
of the EMTS is delimited to a sphere of less than one meter in diameter. Outside
this volume we have found the influence of the OR inventory to be negligible [5].
A user-friendly surgical tracking system should also be easy to be set up. Our
method to perform this is to place the field emitter in a fixed position below the
O R table. The influence of the ferromagnetic environment therefore has to be
compensated once, whereas the optical component is registered relative to the
calibrated EMTS before each intervention by using the methods described.
Some drawbacks of the current design include the difficulty of realizing wireless tracking like in videometric systems [4] although the rather huge ,anmber of
signal leads from the single magnetometers can be reduced by multiplexing the
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raw sensor readings. Changing the geometry of the OR-table (for instance by
tilting parts of it) would also destroy the registration of the setup.
We conclude that the development of hybrid tracking technologies has the
potential to provide a reliable and user-friendly tracking system which promotes
the integration of CAS technologies in demanding clinical routine applications.

5
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